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ABSTRACT
Health Behavior and Accident Risk: Obesity Is Associated
with the Future Risk of Heavy Truck Crashes among
Newly Recruited Commercial Drivers
This study estimates the dose-response relationship between Body Mass Index (BMI) and
crash risk in commercial motor vehicle operators. Intake data was collected on 744 new truck
drivers who were training for their commercial driver’s licenses at a school operated by the
cooperating trucking firm during the first two-week phase of instruction. Drivers were then
followed prospectively on the job using the firm's operational data for two years, or until
employment separation, whichever came first. Multivariate Poisson regression and Cox
proportional hazards models were used to estimate the relationship between crash risk and
BMI, controlling for exposure using miles driven, trip segments, and job type. Results from
the Poisson regression indicated that the risk ratio (RR) for all crashes was significantly
higher for drivers in the obesity Class II and Class III categories: RR= 1.6, confidence interval
1.2-2.1 and RR= 1.49, confidence interval 1.12-1.99, respectively. Similarly, the multivariate
Cox Proportional Hazard model results showed that crash risk was significantly higher for
obesity class II (BMI 35 to <40; relative risk (RR) = 1.47, P = 0.02) with weaker evidence of
increased crash risk for obesity class III (BMI >40; RR = 1.35, P =0.06) when compared to
normal BMI (BMI 18.5 to <25). The results of this prospective study establish an association
between obesity and crash risk show that driver health behavior has important spillovers for
public safety.

NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY
We studied the relationship between the body mass index of newly recruited trainee truckers
and their later on-the-job accident rate, controlling for job differences that affect the degree to
which each driver is exposed to the risk of an accident. We find evidence that drivers who
are very obese (WHO Class II and III, with BMI > 35) when entering this occupation have
about a 50% a higher risk of an accident after training than do drivers of normal weight. Most
accidents new drivers have are minor, but we also find that having a minor accident predicts
a greater risk of a more serious one later. The cooperating firm operates in a high turnover
part of the driver labor market, and new drivers are always a significant fraction of the work
force at firms like this one. This suggests that driver health behavior (in this case before
training) has significant spillovers to public safety.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the prevalence of obesity among US adults has more than doubled in
recent decades (Flegal et al. 2010). Similar trends have been documented worldwide, and such
increases are expected to continue (WHO 2000, Finucane et al. 2011). Additionally, because of
obesity’s contribution to diabetes mellitus (Eckel et al. 2011), cardiovascular disease, and
certain cancers, the obesity epidemic’s projected negative public health consequences on
morbidity and mortality trends are frequently discussed (Calle et al. 2003, Berrington de
Gonzalez et al. 2010).
On the other hand, the potential impact of increasing obesity on public safety has
received considerably less attention. Because of robust associations with obstructive sleep
apnea (OSA), excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS), and fatigue, (Vgontzas et al. 1998, TeranSantos et al. 1999, Philip 2005, Vgontzas 2008b) obesity could present significant risks during
the performance of complex tasks such as driving trucks, piloting aircraft, operating public
transit vehicles, and similar operational activities found in several transportation modes that
require constant attention and vigilance (Dinges et al. 1997, Dagan et al. 2006, Cohen et al.
2010). If this hypothesis were true, even a small increase in risk would have a major impact on
the population-attributable risk, given the frequent role of fatigue in crashes and the high
prevalence of obesity (Dixon et al. 2007). For example, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) has
estimated that nearly 20 percent of all serious injuries caused by motor vehicle crashes are
related to drowsy driving (Garbarino et al. 2001). Similarly, the National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) concluded that more that 30 percent of fatal-to-the-driver truck crashes are
fatigue related (NTSB 1999). Moreover, obesity is present in as many as 50% of commercial
drivers (Gurubhagavatula 2010). Thus, any additional risk due to obesity would have enormous
policy consequences for the transportation industry and society at large.
One area that has received increasing interest from government regulators and
investigators in occupational and sleep medicine is the association of obesity with OSA (Pack et
al. 2006, Tregear et al. 2009). OSA is common among commercial drivers; with prevalence
estimated as high as 17-28% (Pack et al. 2002, Talmage et al. 2008, Parks et al. 2009); and a
number of BMI-based, driver screening strategies have been proposed (Gurubhagavatula et al.
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2004, Hartenbaum et al. 2006). Working conditions in firms operating in the "truckload" (TL)
segment of for-hire motor carriage (Burks et al. 2010), like that cooperating in this study, are
particularly conducive to irregular rest and significant and persistent levels of driver fatigue.
Driving for a TL firm involves serving different customers in different locations spread across the
country, with varying trip origins and destinations, changing congestion and weather
conditions, restrictions on behavior due to hours of service, route, and fueling rules, limited and
uncertain time at home, and the expectation that drivers on the road live in their sleeper bunks
(Burks et al. 2008). Together these factors generate pressure towards long work hours per day
and per week that come at varying times of the day and night, and towards insufficient and
irregular sleep. In fact, it is the ability of an individual to effectively manage his or her work life
under these conditions that is the largest single predictor of success in this specific occupation
(Burks 2009b, Burks 2009a). However, while studies in the general population have
documented a two to seven-fold increase in motor vehicle accidents among persons with
untreated OSA, these results have not been replicated reliably in commercial truckers (Pack et
al. 2002).
A less appreciated, but equally important concern is that the obesity epidemic may be
an important underlying cause of an increasing prevalence of fatigue and excessive daytime
sleepiness (EDS) in the general population (Vgontzas 2008b, a). Accumulating evidence in the
field supports the notion that through inflammatory pathways and mechanisms, visceral
adiposity, insulin resistance and neuro-hormonal signaling, obesity plays a major role in the
pathogenesis of sleep apnea as well as excessive daytime sleepiness. Although EDS is one of the
main symptoms of OSA in clinical practice, obese patients without OSA can also present with
EDS (Vgontzas et al. 1998).
Therefore, given obesity’s significant associations with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA),
excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS) and fatigue, in this prospective study, we examined the risk
of truck crashes as a function of BMI among newly recruited professional drivers, statistically
controlling for relevant factors that affect on-the-job exposure to accident risk.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. STUDY PARTICIPANTS
Firms of the type cooperating with this study, truckload for-hire motor carriers,
historically have a significantly higher turnover rate than trucking firms of other types, reported
by the American Trucking Associations to average more than 100 per cent per year until the
recent economic recession (Economic and Statistics Group 2007, Watson 2009). Thus a
significant fraction of drivers in this segment of the industry are always new hires, which makes
new-to-the-industry trainees a relevant study population. One thousand sixty five new drivertrainees were eligible for the study over the period from December 2005 through August 2006,
which was conducted as part of the Truckers & Turnover Project, a larger ongoing behavioral
economics research program (a more complete description of the context and overall design of
data collection may be found in Burks, et al. (2008)). Data about participants was collected at a
school operated by the cooperating firm in the middle of a two-week residential training
programs. All participants were compensated for their time and participation in collection of
intake data, and there was 91% participation rate among eligible trainees.
Of the 952 drivers that completed training and spent at least one week on the road, we
have the BMI values for 744 participants.1 Drivers completing training were then followed
prospectively on the job using the firm's human resource and operational data for two years, or
until an employment separation, whichever came first. Drivers self-reported their heights and
weights during initial intake via a computerized demographic survey that each driver completed
privately.2 Heights were self-reported to the nearest inch ±0.5 inches between five feet, zero
inches and six feet, six inches; and weights were self-reported to the nearest pound ±10 pounds
between 100 and 350 pounds by selecting from height and weight category choices. Body mass
index (BMI) values were then calculated using the mid-point of each category choice and the
standard formula: BMI= (weight (lbs) x 703.1)/ [Height (inches)] 2. For example, a driver who
1

All subjects who were asked provided this information; the reduction in N is due to the fact that questions about
height and weight were only added to the intake data collection some time after initiation.
2
The informed consent process made it clear to subjects that data collected was going only to academic
researchers authorized by the University of Minnesota, and would never be shared with their employer; we
believe this improved the likelihood of honest responses.
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self-reported his height as five feet and 8 to 9 inches and weight as between 160 and 180
pounds was assigned a BMI of (170 x 703.1)/ [68.5]2 or 25.5. Because most self-reports err on
the side of taller heights and lower weights, this methodology for estimating BMI is quite
conservative and tends to underestimate BMI. We defined BMI categories as per the World
Health Organization (WHO): (Underweight = BMI < 18.5; Normal = 18.5 < BMI < 25.0;
Overweight = 25 ≤ BMI < 30; Obese Class I = 30 ≤ BMI < 35; Obese Class II = 35 ≤ BMI < 40;
Obese Class III = BMI ≥ 40.

2.2. DRIVING EXPOSURE AND OCCUPATIONAL COVARIATES
A significant advantage in using internal administrative data from a firm is that we have
information on relevant occupational covariates that capture how the exposure to risk varies:
miles driven, trip segments and job type, duties and working conditions for each participant.
These data were collected on a weekly basis from the firm’s records for each participant until
end of the follow-up period in August, 2008 and are cumulated to a single summary record for
each driver for our initial analysis, while being retained in a driver-week form for our most
sophisticated statistical models.

2.3. CRASH OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
A second significant advantage of working with a large trucking firm is that we have
information regarding all accidents, including very minor ones, and we also have more details
about each accident event than are usually available. Using some of the information that
managers collect about each accident event, the firm categorizes accidents according to the
"potential severity" of the accident. Potentially severe accidents are ones which could easily
cause significant personal injury or property damage, independent of the actual outcome. This
increases the number of accidents that are potentially severe as compared to those that are
actually severe, which gives us a better chance of identifying important predictors.
Initially we analyze crash risk using the most inclusive definition of a crash provided by
the firm's administrative data, namely all crashes, of any potential severity--from scratches to
violent collisions. Our second crash definition includes only crashes of moderate to high
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potential severity. Finally, at the furthest extreme, we consider crashes that are sufficiently
(actually) severe must be reported to the United States Department of Transportation (DOT).
Such "DOT reportable crashes" occur if any of the following conditions are met: an involved
vehicle cannot leave under its own power, someone involved requires medical attention away
from the crash scene, or there is a fatality.

2.4. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
We begin by computing crash rates per 100,000 miles driven for each of six WHOdefined BMI categories. Finding initial signs of a relationship, we then analyze crash counts
using a Poisson regression model (Agresti 2002) with the BMI categories as predictor variables
of primary interest, cumulative miles as an exposure adjustment, and demographic factors as
control variables. This produces similar findings to the unconditional estimates. Finally, in our
most sophisticated approach we model the event history of crashes with the Cox proportional
hazards model, using the Andersen-Gill variant which permits more than one failure event
(crash) per subject (Therneau and Grambsch 2000). In this approach, the time until a crash (job
tenure in weeks) is assumed to have a hazard, or risk function with two components: an
underlying risk function shared by all drivers, and a risk adjustment function that depends on
the characteristics of individual drivers and their operational settings week by week. This model
is run on panel data, by which we mean that the data is formatted with one observation per
driver per week, rather than cumulating the evidence to one observation per driver. In this
approach we can control not only for variables that are constant for each driver, but also for
exposure variables that can change for each driver from week to week, such as miles and trip
segments per week, job type, and an indicator variable for training weeks.
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2.5. RESULTS
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the driver trainee subjects. The study population
has an overall self-reported obesity rate (BMI ≥ 30) of 33.7%, which is typical of the US adult
population's 33.8% (95% confidence interval: 31.6%-36.0%) during the period of 2007-08 (Flegal
et al. 2010), and our subjects have a Class II and III rate of 14.65%.
Table 2 gives the number of crashes per 100 drivers for each level of BMI at each crash

definition, and also the crash rates per 100,000 miles for each BMI level. Considering all
crashes, drivers of obesity classes II and III (BMI greater than 35) have significantly higher crash
rates than drivers with normal BMI. For more severe crashes (DOT Reportable, and Moderate
to Severe Crashes), which are less numerous, although drivers of obesity classes II and II have
higher crash rates than drivers of normal BMI in three out of four cases, these differences are
not statistically significant.
Table 3 summarizes the estimated BMI incidence rate ratios from a Poisson regression
model in which the data is formatted with one observation per driver, and crashes and miles
are cumulated over the full period of observation for each driver. The dependent variable is
crash events per driver, and the model adjusts for total miles operated, gender, and age.
Considering all crashes, we find statistical evidence that obesity classes II and III (BMI ≥ 35) are
associated with increased accident risk compared to drivers with normal BMI, after adjusting
for miles driven, gender, and age. Drivers of obesity class II (35 ≤ BMI ≤ 40) have an adjusted
incidence risk ratio of 1.60 times that of a driver with normal BMI. Drivers in obesity class III
(BMI ≥ 40) also show evidence of increased crash risk: 1.49 times that of drivers with normal
BMI. The pattern for the smaller number of more severe crashes is similar to that in Table 2: in
three out of four comparisons drivers of obesity classes II and III have higher incidence rates,
but these differences are not statistically significant.
Table 4 presents the results from the multivariate Cox proportional hazard model.
Considering all accidents, when we add time-varying exposure controls by using this model the
estimates continue to show evidence that obesity class II (35 ≤ BMI < 40) is associated with a
statistically significant increased accident risk compared to drivers with normal BMI, with an
adjusted crash risk of 1.47 times that of a driver with normal BMI. Drivers in obesity class III
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(BMI ≥ 40) are estimated to have 1.35 times the crash risk of drivers with normal BMI, although
this result is not statistically significant at the conventional 5% level (P = 0.06).
In the third column of Table 4 we utilize a different aspect of the trucking firm's
administrative data: the fact that only some crashes are deemed preventable. Following the
guidelines specified by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), for each crash
the firm determines whether the driver could and should have reasonably taken actions to
avoid the crash event ("preventable"), or if that was not possible under the circumstances ("not
preventable") (Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration 1991). The category of
"preventable" is not the same as the legal determination that a driver was "at fault"; the former
is in most cases broader than the latter. Using our most sophisticated model to consider
accidents of all potential severity levels, but restricting ourselves to only those judged
preventable, we find that the results on BMI and accident risk remain qualitatively similar to
our earlier analyses. We find an increased crash risk for obesity Class II (risk ratio of 1.63)
compared to drivers with normal BMI, and suggestive evidence of increased crash risk for
obesity Class III (risk ratio of 1.44) compared to drivers of normal BMI, although the latter result
is not statistically significant at the conventional 5% level (P = 0.06).
All of our models fail to show statistically significant increases in accident risk for obese
drivers when the dependent variable counts crashes that are DOT reportable, or moderate to
severe in potential severity, which could be due simply to the smaller numbers in these two
event categories. However, it is these smaller but more severe event categories which are
critical from a both a managerial and a public safety perspective. To address this issue we
added a variable for the total number of previous crashes (of any severity) to the multivariate
Cox proportional hazard model described above, which provided the results in Table 4. In this
augmented model we find that an additional prior accident of any severity level increases the
estimated risk by a ratio of 1.13 (P < 0.01) when the dependent variable is all crashes, and by a
ratio of 1.18 (P < 0.01) when the dependent variable is moderate to severe crashes, which are
both very statistically significant by conventional standards. A prior accident increased risk by a
ratio of 1.15 when the dependent variable counts the smaller number of DOT reportable
crashes, which is qualitatively similar, although this is not significant by conventional standards
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(P = 0.12).

Thus, it appears that an additional previous crash substantially increases the

instantaneous risk of a crash of one of the more severe categories in the current period, even
after adjusting for the control variables in the model, including BMI. And this addition does not
remove the separate effect of obesity: In these augmented models, the BMI risk ratio estimates
are very similar in magnitude, direction, and statistical significance to those reported in Table 4.
These results are available from the authors upon request.

3. DISCUSSION
Obesity has become one of the biggest and most rapidly growing health problems in
the world with numerous consequences and influences on population health. Using a variety of
statistical approaches we find consistent evidence that commercial truck drivers with a BMI ≥35
have increased crash risk. Using our broadest definition of an accident, this relationship is
evident for analyses both with and without controlling for relevant demographic variables and
relevant variations in operational factors that affect the exposure of drivers to accident risk.
Estimated effects range from a 47% increase in risk (risk ratio of 1.47) to 63% (risk ratio of 1.63).
When we consider less frequent categories of crashes that are more severe, we have
insufficient evidence to directly establish a relationship between BMI and crash risk. This could
be due to insufficient statistical power to detect the relationship, or it could be that higher BMI
puts drivers at increased risk for only less severe crashes. Without a larger data set we cannot
distinguish these explanations with full confidence. However, by examining a multivariate Cox
proportional hazards model run on panel data (one observation per driver per work week) that
included the number of previous crashes as predictor variable, we found evidence of a
statistical linkage between higher BMI and more severe crashes through a two step connection.
First, there was a significant relationship between BMI and crashes of all severity, and then
second, a significant relationship between an additional past crash and a later crash of higher
severity.
There are several possible explanations that could provide some insight as to why
obesity is associated with an increased crash risk. First there is an increase in co-morbid
conditions among obese drivers. Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is strongly associated with
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obesity and what is more, increased BMI is considered the principal risk factor for OSA. Sleep
apnea often causes excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS). Moreover, excessive daytime
sleepiness is a frequent complaint of obese patients even if they do not have sleep apnea which
may be attributable to metabolic and circadian abnormalities related to obesity (Vgontzas et al.
1998). The prevalence of excessive daytime sleepiness appears to have more than doubled in
the general population along with obesity rates. A study by Bixler et al. (2005) found that 10%
of the general population reported experiencing moderate to severe EDS in 2005, compared
with only 4% reported in a 1979 survey. The same 2005 study demonstrated that obesity was a
significant risk factor for EDS independent of OSA and age, in agreement with other crosssectional investigations (Resta et al. 2001, Resta et al. 2003). Finally, obese drivers may be
limited by their body habitus with regard to their mobility within the truck cab and ability to
react to certain hazards compared to leaner colleagues.
Our findings are in general agreement with evidence from population studies that
increased body weight is associated with increased risk of mortality and increased risk of severe
injury in motor vehicle accidents (Mock et al. 2002, Whitlock et al. 2003, Zhu et al. 2006, Viano
et al. 2008). More closely related to the present study, a study by Wiegand et al. (2009)
explored the association between commercial truck driver’s BMI and fatigue-related safetycritical events. The results were supportive of a link between obesity, fatigue and a greater risk
for involvement in safety-critical incidents and highlight the fact that obesity is an important
safety issue in commercial motor vehicle operators. Furthermore, a study by Stoohs et al.
(1994) in long-haul truck drivers reported that obese drivers were falling asleep unintentionally
more often that non-obese drivers and were more likely to be involved in motor vehicle
accidents.
Limitations of the present study are that we had access only to the new hires of the
truckload (TL) motor carrier we worked with who were newly trained and thus more prone to
making driving and maneuvering mistakes than experienced drivers. While this is an important
subpopulation among heavy commercial vehicle drivers3, our subjects are not a representative
3

Drivers in the type of firm studied (TL carriers) are of public policy interest because they make up the largest
single segment of commercial drivers operating heavy tractor trailers on U.S. highways (more than .5 million of
the approximately 2.0 million total), and—as mentioned in Section 2.1, high turnover in this segment (typically
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sample of the whole population. Another issue is that BMI was based on self-reported values
for height and weight and thus, as research has shown, some of the responders might have a
tendency to overestimate their height and underestimate their weight. However, because this
bias tends to underreport BMI it makes it harder, not easier, to find the results we present. To
further mitigate this problem we used the midpoints of the category ranges, thus calculating
BMI's conservatively. As a result, the increased crash risk for a motor vehicle crash we observe
at BMI values of 35 and above may actually begin between 30 and 35. Finally, we did not have
access to additional medical information on the drivers, which limits our ability to draw
inferences regarding the mechanisms that increase crash among obese drivers, although this
does not affect our evidence for an association between obesity and crashes.
Strengths of this study are that our data are prospective and we followed each driver
after initial intake for two years (or until separation), using the firm’s human resource and
operational data. In addition, and most importantly, we had full access to internal
administrative accident data, not self-reported crash information, and which means we have
full information on all accidents including very minor ones, independent of the actual outcome
and severity of the accident. This allows us to use the firm's assignment of a "potential severity"
category to each accident, which overcomes the limitation of using data collected from
governmental sources in which crashes are only reported if there is significant personal injury
or property damage involved. Our use of firm's assignment of a "non-preventable versus
preventable" category overcomes the corresponding limitation of government data in which
either no such information is available, or only a narrower "driver at fault" category is used.
Moreover, through access to the firm’s internal data we had the ability to identify all the
occupational covariates and statistically important job-related predictors that affect how
exposure to risk varies across drivers and over time, thus controlling for many potentially
important confounding factors which other studies are unable to address.

over 100% per year during non-recession years) makes new hires always a significant proportion of this
subpopulation; (Monaco, K., Burks, S.V., 2011. The trucking industry. In: Hoel, L., Giuliano, G., Meyer, M. eds.
Intermodal freight transportation: Moving freight in a global economy. Eno Transportation Foundation,
Washington, DC.).
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4. CONCLUSION
This prospective study establishes an association between obesity and increased crash
risk among commercial drivers operating heavy freight vehicles on the public highways and thus
has important implications for both drivers’ health and public safety. Further studies with larger
samples, including representatives from both experienced drivers and new hires, with
additional medical information on possible co-existing conditions such as OSA may help reveal
more about the nature of these links.
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Table 1: Descriptive Demographic and Anthropometric Characteristics
of the 744 study participants
Variable
Sex
Male
Female
Marital Status
Married
Separated
Divorced
Single, Never Married
Education
Less Than High School
High School
Some College
Bachelor's Degree or more
Race
White
Non-White
BMI
Underweight BMI < 18.5
Normal 18.5 < BMI < 25.0
Overweight 25 ≤ BMI < 30
Obese: Class I 30 ≤ BMI < 35
Obese: Class II 35 ≤ BMI < 40
Obese: Class III BMI ≥ 40
Job Type
OTR Long haul irregular route work; the
archetypal truckload (TL) job
Shared Truck Three drivers share a tractor with
guaranteed time at home
Intermodal Drayage work moving trailers
between customers and rail or marine
transportation terminals; usually regional or local
Driver Team Two drivers in the same truck
OTR Dedicated Long haul for a specific customer
Regional Dedicated Regional for a specific
customer
Other Dedicated For a specific customer, in some
way not already described
Job Type: Missing Missing data for given week
BMI=body mass index; OTR= over the road
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Frequency

Percent

667
77

89.65
10.35

356
29
129
230

47.85
3.90
17.34
30.91

28
297
356
63

3.76
39.92
47.85
8.47

638
105

85.87
14.13

22
244
227
142
50
59

2.96
32.80
30.51
19.09
6.72
7.93

210

28.23

12

1.61

28
45
157

3.76
6.05
21.10

55

7.39

33
204

4.44
27.42

Table 2: Crash Numbers and Rates per 100,000 miles by BMI Category.
Significance denoted * (p < 0.05) or ** (p<0.01) is higher than for Normal BMI (BMI 18.5 to 25).
Moderate to severe
BMI
DOT reportable crashes
crashes
All crashes

Underweight
BMI < 18.5
Normal
18.5 ≤ BMI
< 25.0
Overweight
25 ≤ BMI <
30
Obese:
class I
30 ≤BMI <
35
Obese:
class II
35 ≤ BMI <
40
Obese:
class III
BMI ≥ 40

Number of
crashes
(per 100
drivers)

Crash Rate
(per
100,000
miles)

Number of
crashes
(per 100
drivers)

Crash Rate
(per
100,000
miles)

Number of
crashes
(per 100
drivers)

Crash Rate
(per
100,000
miles)

9

.138

36

.552

114

1.724

9

.160

27

.452

82

1.385

8

.123

24

.357

98

1.446

10

.153

25

.393

94

1.450

20

.309

38

.586

142

2.191 **

7

.122

27

.487

107

1.917 *

BMI=body mass index; DOT= department of transportation; parentheses give 95% confidence
interval
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Table 3: Poisson Regression Risk Ratios (control variables included, but coefficients omitted).
Body Mass
Index

DOT Reportable
Crashes

Moderate to
Severe Crashes

Underweight
BMI < 18.5

0.860
P = .838
(0.201, 3.674)

1.258
P = 0.543
(0.600, 2.636)

1.332
P = 0.180
(0.876, 2.024)

Normal
18.5 ≤ BMI <
25.0

reference
category

reference
category

reference
category

Overweight
25 ≤ BMI < 30

0.834
P = .564
(0.451, 1.544)

0.832
P = 0.322
(0.578, 1.198)

1.068
P = 0.505
(0.880, 1.296)

Obese: Class I
30 ≤ BMI < 35

1.093
P = .798
(0.554, 2.156)

0.967
P = 0.874
(0.638, 1.466)

1.067
P = 0.570
(0.853, 1.335)

Obese: Class II
35 ≤ BMI < 40

1.574
P = .241
(0.737, 3.362)

1.279
P = 0.356
(0.759, 2.156)

1.604
P = 0.001
(1.216, 2.117)

All Crashes

1.493
0.799
1.248
P = .682
P = 0.453
P = 0.006
(1.119, 1.992)
(0.273, 2.336)
(0.716, 2.174)
Note: parentheses contain the 95% confidence interval of the estimate.

Obese: Class III
BMI ≥ 40
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Table 4: Multivariate Panel Cox Proportional Hazard Model Risk Ratios
(control variables included but coefficients omitted).

BMI

Underweight
BMI < 18.5
Normal
18.5 ≤ BMI < 25.0
Overweight
25 ≤ BMI < 30

Obese: Class I
30 ≤ BMI < 35

Obese: Class II
35 ≤ BMI < 40

Obese: Class III
BMI ≥ 40

All Crashes

Preventable
Crashes

1.258

1.192

P = .0242

P = 0.464

(0.857, 1.849)

(0.745, 1.908)

reference category

reference category

1.126

1.173

P = 0.257

P = 0.230

(0.917, 1.381)

(0.904, 1.522)

1.048

1.127

P = 0.712

P = 0.465

(0.817, 1.345)

(0.817, 1.555)

1.470

1.632

P = 0.020

P = 0.019

(1.062, 2.034)

(1.084, 2.455)

1.351

1.438

P = 0.059

P = 0.060

(0.988, 1.848)

(0.985, 2.100)

Note: parentheses contain the 95% confidence interval of the estimate.
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